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Former A.S.
employee
still jailed

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2002

WALKING IN A
Winter Wonderland

Robert Madrigal couldface up
to nine years if convicted
By Saadia Malik
Daily Ste Writer
Prior felony convictions were entered into the case
against a former Associated Students employee who
was arrested under suspicion of embezzling S90,356.55
in student funds.
Robert Madrigal, former information technology
manager of the A.S. Computer Lab, was previously
convicted of driving under the influence, possession of a
controlled substance and burglary of an inhabited
dwelling, according to court documents.
If convicted of the crime committed against San Jose
State University students, the prior convictions will add
prison time to the sentence, for a maximum of nine
years behind bars, said attorney Rebecca Hayworth, a
representative of the district attorney’s office.
Associated Students had no knowledge of Madrigal’s
criminal record, nor does it conduct background checks
on potential employees, with the exception of Child
Development Center staff, said A.S. Executive
Director Alfonso De Alba.
"I don’t know if we will start doing background
checks," De Alba said. "This was just one situation and
I don’t know if we will act upon it."
Associated Students management first reported the
crime to the University Police Department on Oct. 16,
stating that Madrigal had forged three purchase orders
and used them to personally obtain S90,356.55 worth of
computer equipment from Fry’s Electronics on Brokaw
Road in San Jose, according to the UPD incident
report.
This was first discovered on Oct. 14, when a Fry’s
employee contacted the A.S. finance and accounting
manager regarding a suspicious purchase order, given to
them by Madrigal, for 30 laptop computers, as was stated in the incident report.
Two additional purchase orders were presented to
A.S. by a Fry’s loss prevention manager, that also
seemed suspicious for several reasons, according to the
incident report.
First, the Fry’s employee told the UPD, Madrigal
seemed nervous. Second, the employee’s statement
included that Fry’s offers free delivery and Madrigal was
picldng up the equipment in his vehick which was too
small to hold everything. In addition, the incident
report stated that the employee told the UPD that the
purchase order "looked like it was altered," and
Madrigal had purchased extended warranties for all of
the laptops, which employees normally have to coax
customers into buying, but this sort of behavior is common when foul play is taking place.
All three purchase orders were photocopies of A.S.
purchase orders that had been used in the past, in which
the vendor name, date, description and amount had
been changed, the UPD reported, and that A.S. had
neither requested nor received any of the merchandise
purchased with the three purchase orders. The A.S.
accounting manager stated, according to the report, that
Madrigal had given thc purchase orders to Fry’s and
picked up the equipment in person.
The incident report stated that the accounting manager then reported Madrigal’s forgery to De Alba over
the phone.
De Alba tried to contact Madrigal that day, but was
unsuccessful because, as he told the UPD, he later discovered Madrigal had been arrested the night before by
the San Jose Police Department on possession of drugs
and was still in custrxiy. He was eventually released on

ABOVE: Geena Fiorucci’s mother points out a potential candidate for their family’s living
room decoration in the dense
mini forest of the Creekside
Christmas Tree Farm near La
Honda.
LEFT: Jerry Fiorucci helps 10year-old David Kruger lift up
the front end of his recentlychopped Christmas tree as the
rest of the family helps carry it
back to the farm entrance.

Geena Fiorucci carefully removes her hacksaw after cutting
down the Christmas tree her family selected.
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See MADRIGAL, page 4

Lawmakers to begin
next budget battle
Calilinnia Legtslature
SACRAM EN 10 (AI’)
will convene Monday after a shorter-than usual break to
begin hashing out a solution for a S21 billion-plus budget shortfall.
Thc Democrat-controlled Legislature will take up a
proposal by Gov. Gray Davis to cut $10 billion in education, health care and other programs over thc next 18
months. Lawmakers also will begin what could be a
months-long battle over whether to raise taxes to help
fill in the shortfall.
’The budget cannot hc balanced by cuts alone," said
Assembly budget chairwoman jenny Ompeza, D-Loni
Beach. -The time has come responsibk revenue increases.
Republicans, however, have said they will oppose any
tax increases. Some GOP votes are needed to approve
budget measures by the required two-thirds majority.
Davis on Friday produced a plan that would include
S3.4 billion in midyear cuts and transfers to the state’s
$98.9 billion budget, and about $6.7 billion in cuts and
savings in the fiscal year that begins July 1, all to help deal
with a budget shortfall expected to exceed 121 billion.

See BUDGET, page 3

SEU

to implement tracking system

Program to provide INS
. ,
.
wan students’ tnyormatton

Institute will require students
to study abroad

By Therese Bratberg
Daily Ste Writer
The Student and Exchange Visitor
Information System, which will be implemented by the State Department before
Jan. 30, was discussed in a workshop in the
Student Union’s Umunhum room
Thursday.
The new tracking system, which is
aimed at providing thc Immigration and
Naturalization Service with timely
information about international students
and visitors, will result in stricter regulations for student visas in status F, J and
M, said Louis Gecenok, a San Jose State
University international student adviser
A visa in status F refers to an academi,
student; J refers to exchange visitors or
scholars and a student in status M is a

See WORKSHOP, page 8

New major aims at
global awareness
By Sylvia Lim
Daii5, Ste Writer

DANIELLE GILLETTt DAILY STAFF

Louis Geconok, SJSU international student advisor, gave a presentation on SEVIS, the student exchange visitor information system, Thursday afternoon. SEVIS is a new U.S. government program that tracks international students.

San Jose State University is taking a step toward
equipping its students to live, work and succeed in .1
global setting.
The university’s three -month -old Global Studies
Institute will be introducing a new interdisciplinary
major in spring 2004.
"One of my visions is that everyone would be inspired
by global studies through thinking about all disciplines
around thc world," said Michael Conniff, thc institute’s
director. "Just as how reading, writing and arithmetic
were important 50 years ago, global skills now are just as
important."
The institute is working on tentative requirements for
the new global studies major.

See GLOBAL, page 5
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Grandma’s house makes Christmas time special
’Twits was the night before Christmas, when all through
the house, not d creature was stirring, not even a mouse
We’ve all heard this tale before, so this line should come
as no surprise, but when I was growing up, this isn’t
exactly how things were at my grandmother’s house on
Christmas Eve.
You see, for almost every Christmas during my childhood (which for technical purposes I will define as ages 1
through 12) my mother would drive my sister and me,
and occasionally my father, to my grandmother’s house in
Fairfield, Calif
At times it seemed like a chore for me, but there were
times I really looked forward to it, so when I found out
earlier this month that my grandmother was in the
process of selling her house in preparation for moving to
North Carolina, I couldn’t help but think about all the
memories that took place in that house.
My grandparents, my mother’s mom and stepfather, live
in a three-bedroom, single-story house at the end of a
court in the heart of Fairfield.
The area has changed so much since my childhood, but
I still remember the things I saw and heard when I went
to Grandma’s house.
The ice cream trucks driving down the street during

the summer, the children from across the way playing
The adults would gather in the living room during these
football in the street during the holidays and of course holidays, which was a converted garage that was remodthe little plastic swimming pool my grandmother used to eled sometime before I can remember, and discuss the last
fill with water so my sister, cousins and I could cool down 11 months while the kids often found elsewhere to play
during the hot days of June or July.
their games and start fights.
And then came the wintertime when
Early on in my life, I remember spending
the place became the hub for my
the days before Christmas playing with the
mother’s side of the family.
toy cars and sorting baseball cards on
Aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews and
Grandma’s shag carpeting and then moving
cousins came from different parts of
into the linoleum area right in front of the
the nation and gathered under one
kitchen to continue on a flat surface, only to
roof, to spend time with loved ones
be told to move to the side so my grandwho were only seen once a year.
mother could finish coolcing.
As it was with a lot of families, there
Oh yes, there was no getting in the way of
was lots of love under one roof, but we
my grandmother when she was cooking on
can’t forget about the occasional skirChristmas Day or the night before.
BEN AGUIRRE JR.
mish.
The only time she took a break was when
One person would say something to
we all gathered around the fake tree, which
another about something that had happened and the first was covered in Styrofoam packing material to give it that
person would leave, only to come back minutes or hours frosty look and tied to the wall to keep it straight, to open
later to continue with the festivities.
our gifts.
But even with the fighting, which became a staple durFrom there, it was nonstop again for Grandma.
ing the holidays, the happenings that took place during
Candied yams, cranberry sauce, string beans, turkey,
this time of year are the things I remember most about ham, chicken, potatoes - you name it, she cooked it.
And if it wasn’t cooked, she’d remain in the kitchen cook the house.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three workin_g days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass vvill be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more informanon contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Saint Vincent de Paul
Saint Vincent de Paul is taking
donations for a sleeping bag drive
for the homeless. It costs $18.25
per sleeping bag, but any donations
are more than appreciated. Make
checks out to "St. Vincent de Paul"
and mail or deliver to St. Vincent
de Paul Society PO. Box 5579 San
Jose, CA 95150. For more information contact Kimber Brown at 8328198.
Counseling Services
The General Process Group is
meeting from 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
in ADM 201. For more information contact Laura Flynn at 9245910.
Anthropology and Behavioral
Science Club
The Anthropology and
Behavioral Science Club is sponsoring The Twelve Days of Giving,
a clothing and food drive running
until Dec. 12. Bring donations to
boxes located in the Anthropology,
Sociology, and Psychology offices.
For more information contact
David Escalante at 971-9783.
University Police Department
The San Jose State University
UPD is hosting its I I th Annual
Holiday Toy Drive. Collections will
be taken through December 12.
Checks can be made out to San
Jose State University Foundation
and sent to UPD. Toys can be
placed in the boxes on campus or
dropped off at the University Police
Department. For more information
please contact Sgt. Amado Ramire,
at 924-2219 or Claire Kotowski at
924-2174.

TUESDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily NIass will be held at the
SJSU ’CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Saint Vincent de Paul
Saint Vincent de Paul is taking
donations for a sleeping bag drive
thc homeless. It costs S18.25
per sleeping bag, but any donations
are more than appreciated. Make
checks out to "St. Vincent de Paul"
and mail or deliver to St. Vincent
de Paul Society PO. Box 5579 San
Jose, CA 95150. For more information contact Kimber Brown at 8328198.
sjspirt.org
Meditation from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
and Spiritual explorers from 5 p.m.

to 6 p.m. in the sjspirit room in
Grace Church at San Fernando
and S. 10th streets. For more information contact Chaplain Roger at
605-1687.
Department of Nutrition and Food
Science
Try the latest in body fat testing:
Bioelectric Impedance. Tuesdays
from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and
Wednesdays from noon to 1 p.m.
in Central Classroom building,
Room 221. Fore more information,
contact Sherry at 206-7599.
Anthropology and Behavioral
Science Club
The Anthropology and
Behavioral Science Club is sponsoring The Twelve Days of Giving,
a clothing and food drive running
until Dec. 12. Bring donations to
boxes located in the Anthropology,
Sociology, and Psychology offices.
For more information contact
David Escalante at 971-9783.
University Police Department
The San Jose State University
UPD is hosting its llth Annual
Holiday Toy Drive. Collections will
be taken through December 12.
Checks can be made out to San
Jose State University Foundation
and sent to UPD. Toys can be
placed in the boxes on campus or
dropped off at the University Police
Department. For more information
please contact Sgt. Amado Ramirez
at 924-2219 or Claire Kotowski at
924-2174.
Counseling Services
The Women’s Student Process
group is meeting from 2:30 p.m. to
4 p.m. in ADM 201. For morc
information contact Ellen Lin or
Amanda Fargo at 924-5910.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
"Community Building." 11:15
a.m. in the Pacheco room. For
more information contact Diane
Stegmeir at 248-2997.

WEDNESDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
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mation contact Chaplain Roger at
605-1687.
Anthropology and Behavioral
Science Club
The Anthropology and Behavioral
Science Club is sponsoring The
Twelve Days of Giving, a clothing
and food drive running until Dec.
12. Bring donations to boxes located in the Anthropology, Sociology,
and Psychology offices. For more
information contact David
Escalante at 971-9783.
University Police Department
The San Jose State-University
UPD is hosting its llth Annual
Holiday Toy Drive. Collections will
be taken through December 12.
Checks can be made out to San
Jose State University Foundation
and sent to UPD. Toys can be
placed in the boxes on campus or
dropped off at the University Police
Department. For more information
please contact Sgt. Amado Ramirez
at 924-2219 or Claire Kotowski at
924-2174.

THURSDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and Sim Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Boolcstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Saint Vincent de Paul
Saint Vincent de Paul is taking
donations for a sleeping bag drive
for the homeless. It costs $18.25
per sleeping bag, but any donations
are more than appreciated. Make
checks out to "St. Vincent de Paul"
and mail or deliver to St. Vincent
de Paul Society PO. Box 5579 San
Jose, CA 95150. For more information contact Kimber Brown at 8328198.
Anthropology and Behavioral
Science Club
The Anthropology and Behavioral
Science Club is sponsoring The
Twelve Days of Giving, a clothing
and food drive running until Dec.
12. Bring donations to boxes located in the Anthropology, Sociology,
and Psychology offices. For more
information contact David
Escalante at 971-9783.

Saint Vincent de Paul
Saint Vincent de Paul is taking
donations for a sleeping bag drive
for the homeless. It costs S18.25
per sleeping bag, but any donations
are more than appreciated. Make
checks out to "St. Vincent de Paul"
and mail or deliver to St. Vincent
de Paul Society P.O. Box 5579 San
Jose, CA 95150. For more information contact Kimber Brown at 8328198.

University Police Department
The San Jose State University
UPD is hosting its I 1th Annual
Holiday Toy Drive. Collections will
be taken through December 12.
Checks can be made out to San
Jose State University Foundation
and sent to UPD. Toys can be
phiced in the boxes on campus or
dropped off at the University Police
Department. For more information
please contact Sgt. Amado Ramirez
at 924-2219 or Claire Kotowski at
924-2174.

sjspirt.org
Meditation from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
and Spiritual explorers from 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. in the sjspirit room in
Grace Church at San Fernando
and S. 10th streets. For more infor-

Counseling Services
The General Process Group is
meeting from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
ADM 201. For more information
contact Kell Fujimoto at 924-5910.
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ing and preparing that portion of the meal she had forgotten, all the while telling others to start eating without
her so the rest of the meal didn’t get cold.
It was always a nice gesture, and many of us tried not to
eat until she sat down, but she’d protest until we did so.
And when the rest of the family finished before she
could begin, she’d get into an argument with my mother
or one of her sisters if they even tried to touch the dishes.
Was it pride? I don’t know, but it was obvious that it was
her kitchen and no one was going to touch it.
And now as we approach what appears to be the final
Christmas in that house, the family is set to meet again.
Aunts and uncles are coming in from all over the country
to celebrate the holidays with their loved ones.
I just hope it doesn’t become a somber meeting with
everyone rehashing the old without celebrating what we
still have left.
I’m going to miss the house, but at least we still have
one more holiday there.
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Down through the chimney
comes a big load of deceit
Are we somehow expected to believe this bloated old fart
It’s my last rant of the semester, so I guess it’s my tum for
some sappy "thanks for the lessons and memories" schpeel to slid down the skinny chute with his big bundle of gifts, while
Rudolph and the rest of his "flying" reindeer chilled on the
my classmates and co-workers, right?
roof?
I’ll pass.
What about those of us who didn’t have a chimney? That’s
:There are more important issues at hand in desperate need
where my original skepticism began, when I had my doubts
of addressing.
One is of a timely fashion, something that we deal with that Santa slid in through a window at the aparmient I lived
each year during the final month, and it bothers me more and in as a kid.
On top of it all, we’re expected to believe he was flying
more as each year passes.
It casts a dark shadow on what is normally a delightful, fes- throughout the world, delivering presents to every good boy
and girl in the world, and somehow did this in one night?
tive tizne of year - Christmas.
Non-Christian kids must be laughing their
Of course, I’m talking about Santa Claus.
asses off at us around this time of year.
Just who does this spotlight-hogging
The worst part of all is the fact that parents
farce think he is?
pass the buck off to Santa, having their kids
Actually, just who do VVE think he is, and
believe it was some imaginary red-faced herwhere does he get off having such a promimit who spoils them during the holidays.
nent role in our society?
Parents aren’t just lying - they’re denying
(Note: spoiler ahead. If your folks haven’t
themselves the credit they deserve.
given you the real rundown on Santa, you
I spent the first five or six years of my life
might want to stop here and consult them
thinking I owed it to Santa - not my folks
first).
- to be a decent kid. And the motivation was
Santa is an imaginary individual and a
material reasons, i.e., presents.
fraud and the majority of Ainerican chilIt wasn’t until my idiot stepfather clued me
dren are raised to believe their lives and
DRAY MILLER
in on the charade - a move that really pissed
behavior must be modeled according to his
off my mom - that the whole irony became
preference, as if we owe the fat man someclear to me.
thing.
Ill had known during those first years of my life that it was
We are taught the "lessons."
We learn about the repercussions of not living up to the my parents, not some fictitious character, who rewarded me
for being a good kid, life might have been easier for my folks.
expectations of Santa.
Instead of being reminded that Santa was "watching closeWe even sing silly songs about it.
"He’s making a list/ And checking it tvvice/ Gonna find out ly" during the last two months of each year, I would have
made a better effort to go easy on my folks throughout the
who’s naughty and nice."
entire year, Icnowing they would acknowledge it at the end.
What a load of crap.
More people should take note. End this sham so future
Kids are raised to fear Santa’s wrath, hoping to not wake up
Christmas morning to find no presents under their trees and generations don’t find themselves feeling like morons for
stockings full of coal because they didn’t quite measure up to being gullible enough to buy this Santa Claus racket.
The animal rights protesters that gather at circuses should
"Santa’s" standards.
They’re taken to malls to sit on Santa’s lap and beg him for take their cause to malls during this time of year and protest
gifts, only to be subjected to a lecture on how they ought to Santa’s cruel treatment of reindeer.
We should boycott Coca-Cola until it takes the symbol of
behave.
They’re made to believe that they somehow owe this guy blatant materialism and flat out lies that is Santa Claus off of
something, all the while not knowing that in fact the glory- its cans.
We need to take back Christmas and the spirit of giving
hog is stealing Mom and Dad’s thunder.
Of course, that’s the sick irony - parents are the ones who and give it back where it belongs - our loving parents who
gave us the most important gift, life.
let Santa take the credit for their goodwill.
Until then, have a Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah or
The part that really bums me is that the whole concept of
Santa goes against one of the most important lessons that whatever else you might celebrate, and be sure to bring in the
parents teach their kids - the importance of honesty and not new year right.
See ya next semester.
telling lies.
Parents go out and blow a ton of cash on presents for their
kids, then tell them Christmas morning that Santa somehow
Dray Miller is the
slid down their chimney and delivered the goods himself.
Spartan Daily Managing Editor
Talk about an insult to our intelligence - but of course, few
This is thefinal ’The Fine Print’ ofthe semester
kids dare to question their parents at such a young age.
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OPINION PAGE PoLicx I Headers are encouraged to express them
selves on the Opinion page ivith A letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word responme to an issue or a point
of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
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the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Maas
Communications, San Jose State University, ()ne Washington
Square, San Jose. CA 95192-0149.
Edtiorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan
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Communications. SJSU.
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Forum addresses gendered pronouns
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ABOVE: Rachael-Janelle Light of
Transgender San Francisco spoke about
how she felt when she heard about the
death of Gwen Araujo in the Almaden
room Thursday night. The focus of the
forum was to discuss the media’s use of
gendered pronouns in reference to the
transgender community.
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A forum on the coverage by local media
on the death of Araujo featured, from
left, Rob Kuznia of the Fremont Argus,
Dennis Wilcox of the school of journalism
and mass communication, Linton Johnson
of KNTV news, Kelly St. John of the San
Francisco Chronicle, Monica Taher of the
Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation, Dana Hull of the San Jose
Mercury News and Rachael-Janelle Light
of Transgender San Francisco. The forum
discussed the use of male pronouns by
the local media while covering the death
of transgendered teen Araujo in the
Student Union.
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BUDGET
continuedfrom page 1
The plan Davis produced Friday
includes 3.7 percent in immediate
across-the-board cuts to elementary
and high schools and community colleges which would shave about SI
billion from education spending
and more than S700 million in other
education-related cuts including child
care and training programs. The K-14
cuts, plus cuts to some programs in
2003-04, will total S3 billion.
Education spending accounts for
about $46 billion of the current budget.
The Fovemor’s proposal also called
for taking $59.6 million more out of
the California State University system
budget. The CSU reduction would bc
unallocated, according to the Davis
proposal, "to allow the CSU the flexibility to determine reductions from
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"The number one thing we worked
really hard to prevent is anyonc from
running code that we haven’t authorized," he said. "You can’t just go in
like you can in a PC."
Sony, meanwhile, is banIcinf on its
experience with "Everraliest, a PC only online world with nearly a halfmillion dragon-slaying and treasureseeking players.
Key to foiling cheaters is a responsive community like the one in
"Ever(Ziest," which has been quick
to alert Sony to new hacks, cheats
and exploits, Sony spokesman Scott
McDaniel said.
security,
Beyond
network
Microsoft touts a reputation system
that, like eBay, lets players rate their
peers. Those who dont play by the
rules will find it hard to locate online
partners, Ferroni said.
"It creates its own social upward
spiral, which is a really cool thing,"
he said.
Fostering a sense of community
may be key to derailing cheaters,
given that the anonymous nature of
online games often is what entices
people to cheat in the first place, said
P’eter Crabb, associate professor of
psychology at Pennsylvania State
University.
"The player is and feels that he
or she is alone and is not under
surveillance by other players or the
game hosts," Crabb said.
After Ray’s experience with "Team
Fortress" cheaters, he founded Even
Balance, Inc. where he developed
"Punkbuster," anti-cheat software
for PC games.
"When you run into cheaters,
you’re saying Those little punks!’
The idea was to detect cheaters and
report them so that they would not
be able to play on the server," Ray
said.
Punkbuster appears to be working.
Garners sign up to play on cheatproof servers, and players who don’t
use Punkbuster can’t join, Ray said.
He said cheaters regularly find
ways around Punkbuster but a quick
software patch usually mends the
until the next exploit.
problem
The software is used on about 80
percent of the thousands of computers that host online matches in the
wildly popular WWII shoot-em-ue
"Return to Castle Wolfenstein.
"Soldier of Fortune II" and "0...lake
III: Arena" are other titles that

include the option to play in
Punkbuster-safe games.
Still, cheating continues.
For now, Microsoft, Sony and
Nintendo have successfully blocked
Hong Kong-based Lik Sang
International Ltd. from selling special "mod" chips that allow users to
alter the innards of their consoles.
Sony, meanwhile, has managed to
stop "ShowEQ," which spies on the
"Everl.best" network and lets players see all the monsters and other
players on the map things normally hidden from view.
Non-garners may find all the fuss
over online cheating a bit much. But
to those who’ve invested lots of time
in their hobby, it’s no laughing matter.
"It’s a very emotional but serious
issue to these garners," Ray said.
"They spent a lot of money on their
computers. It just kills the game is
what it does."
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ICuts in education, health care
any program areea with intent of minimusing effects on direct instruction
and access."
CSU trustees are scheduled to meet a
week from today to consider, among
other budget action, an increase in fees.
Students now pay S1,926 in state mandated fees, plus local campus fees.
The University of California system
came in for 874.3 million more in
budget cuts. UC regents are also
scheduled to meet next week to consider fee increases.
Davis also called tOr cutting from
transportation spending and suspending cost of living increases for welfare
recipients.
In health care, Davis proposed cutting
payments to some non-hospital MediCal providers by 10 percenr, requiring
Medi-Cal recipients to provide proof of
eligibility four times a year and rolling

back benefits and recently enacted eligibility expansions for adults in the
health program for the poor. The
changes could force some 200,000 people out of Medi-Cal, officials said.
His midyear plan did not include tax
increases, but Davis has not ruled out
tax hikes when he makes his 2003-04
budget proposal in January.
"It will not be possible for us to meet
this fiscal challenge if decisions are
driven by politics, fear or rigid ideology," Davis said Friday.
School and local officials complain
that the cuts would hurt the young,
the elderly and the poor.
The California State Employees
Association, California’s biggest state
employee union, is urging lawmakers
to raise income taxes for the wealthiest California and eliminate corporate
tax breaks to ease the need for cuts.
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Political shadow cast over San Francisco grocery store
A
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
reported decision to ban some
Israeli -made goods has thrust a popular San Francisco alternative grocery store far afield from its peaceable fare of organic teas and granola
into the center of the Middle East
conflict.
The San Francisco Chronicle this
week reported that Rainbow
Grocery employees voted to ban ccrtain Israeli-made products as a show
of protest against Israel’s role in the
conflict with Palestinians.
On Rainbow’s Web site, however,
the employee-owned store denied
there had been a boycott and said a
store policy requires 51 percent of
member workers to approve one.
At the store, employees refused to
speak to a reporter, saying they could
not talk for the majority of the
store’s work force. Asked if any
Israeli products had been pulled
from Rainbow’s shelves, one
employee said simply: "Not to my
knowledge."
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Cheaters pose serious threat
to success of online gaming
DALLAS (AP)
Tony Ray
knows how cheating can ruin a good
time online.
Two years ago, he was among video
garners who regularly conquered
rivals in the three-dimensional combat game "Team Fortress."
Then something odd started happening.
Opposing teams acquired supernatural powers. They could see and
shoot through walls. Their perfect
aim just wasn’t humanly possible.
The online world, Ray was discovering, has its share of cheats and
scoundrels.
"Basically, it just destroys the
integrity of the games," laments Ray,
a
35 -year-old
self-employed
Houston software developer.
While rogue players have plied
Internet-based games for years, they
can now be expected to annoy and
rile not thousands but millions as the
networking of game consoles moves
video games online in a very big way.
There are hackers who write programs that give them perfect aim in
shooting games. And then there are
so-called player- and team -killers
who hunt down and slay others then
steal their virtual possessions.
Some ne’er-do-wells find loopholes
to duplicate money or weaponry ad
infinitum. Still other online rascals
solicit e-mails to snare players’ user
names and passwords, which they
use to access accounts and strip them
of valuables.
Such practices have long been the
ire of PC gainers.
And while consoles have yet to be
impacted, industry leaders including
Microsoft and Sony fear such cheats
could ruin an entertainment form
still in its infancy.
The revenue potential is huge for
online gaming, which IDC analyst
Schelley Olhava projects will reach
some 10 million households by 2005.
Microsoft and Sony have just
launched online gaming networks for
their Xbox and PlayStation2 consoles and officials of the two companies say their consoles were designed
from the hardware up to thwart
cheating.
Broadband-only Xbox Live, which
expects to offer 14 multiplayer games
and have 100,000 subscribers by
year’s end, uses a secure network to
keep out cheaters, said Cameron
Ferroni, Xbox product manager.
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In an article printed in its
Wednesday edition, Thc San
Francisco Chronicle reported that
Rainbow had imposed a "partial
ban" of Israeli -made goods in the
store’s packaged -food and bulk-food
departments.
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a
Scott
Bradley,
Quiting
spokesman for the store’s cooperative ownership, the Chronicle
reported a few Israeli -made packaged foods were removed from the
store’s shelves about a year ago.
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Rebuilding agency prepares to roll
Park study fuels development
debate over Central California coast out trade center designs once again
ON THE GAVIOTA COAST
(AP) The aroma of eucalyptus cuts
through the rain and clouds that
recently obscured one of the last open
stretches of coasdine between Central
Califomia and the Mexican border.
Despite the shroud, it’s easy to envision the pristine, 76-mile stretch
known as the Gaviota coast between
Coal Oil Point, west of Santa
Barbara, and Point Sal, north of
Vandenberg Air Force Base.
The 200,000 acres feature a mix of
ranch land, rugged canyons, little-used
beaches and stretches of Los Padres
National Forest. Ronald Reagan once
said his ranch there in the Santa Ynez
Mountains may not be heaven but was
in the same ZIP code.
Just about everyone in the area wants
to keep it that way. But there are strong
disagreements over how to protect
what has been called a national treasure
from creeping development.
At the center of the dispute is a
National Park Service study due in
February that assesses, among other
things, whether aU or part of the area
should be added to the national park
system. Congress would have the final
say after hearing public comments.
In her stone and glass living room
that seems high in the clouds, Jenifer
McNabb called the study the first step
in a federal land grab that property
owners fcar could use eminent
domain to force them to sell their
land. She and others say restrictive
zoning and the rugged terrain itself
are enough to protect the coastline.
"’The development process is already
impossible," she said. "It’s not going to
happen."
The debate is driven by a clash of
cultures between liberal, urban Santa
Barbara and the conservative, rural
residents to the north and west.
On one side are landowners like
McNabb and property rights organizations that fear intrusion by the federal g,ovemment. They point out that
the .&r Force base already makes up
more than half the area, and that only
about 70,000 acres are privately
owned.
They are pitted against environmental groups, including the Sierra Club,
and residents who say development
pressure is increasing with population
growth in Santa Barbara County and
the disappearance of pristine coastal
stretches elsewhere.
They want a federal role in protecting the coastline to be considered
along with guarantees that access is
not limited to the well-to-do. They
point to proposed projects featuring a
golf course and 54 multimillion-dollar
homes overlooking the ocean as
examples of how the coast could
change.
"Development doesn’t happen in
one fell swoop," said Bob Hazard, 60,
a wood carver who has lived on 40
acres near the Reagan ranch for half
his life. "It’s the death of a thousand

cuts."
Wilderness
California
The
Coalition says urban sprawl makes the
Gaviota coast one of the 10 most
threatened wild areas in the state.
Farther north on the coast, the Hearst
Corp. recently reached a tentative
agreement with conservation groups
that would leave the 82,000-acre
Hearst Ranch largely undeveloped.
Over a spread of shrimp, tomatoes
and mozzarella, McNabb brought
together a handful of people who say
they oppose the Park Service study of
the Gaviota coast because it threatens
private property and their way of life.
"You get west of the Rocky
Mountains and most people think the
federal government is the enemy," said
Ken Doty, a rancher who also is president of the Santa Barbara Farm
Bureau.
Such sentiments have produced a
series of raucous public meetings and
played a role in an unsuccessful recall
effort against a Santa Barbara County
supervisor.
Rep. Lois Capps, D-Santa Barbara,
who sponsored the federal legislation
authorizing the study, has been forced
to defend herself against claims that
she supports a national park.
"Totally false," Capps said. "I don’t
support any particular solution."
Local Republicans have condemned
the Bush administration for allowing
the study that was first conceived during the Clinton administration. The
area’s Republican congressman, Elton
Gallegly, doesn’t openly criticize Bush
but largely sides with opponents of
the study. "We have stewards of the
land that are there for five generations," Gallegly said. "They’ve done a
good job."
At worst, opponents fear, federal
involvement would bring demands for
public trails across private property
and eventually lead to forced federal
acquisition of land from owners who
do not want to sell.
Limited development, they argue,
would be less intrusive than the
increased tourism a national park
would bring.
There are, however, obstacles to
government intervention.
Even opponents of the study concede it’s unlikely that the Bush
administration or Congress would set
aside money to buy land for a park.
And even if a park was approved, "the
Park Service only acquires land from
willing sellers," said Park Service
spokeswoman Holly Bundock.
Capps wondered how long ranchers
can resist economic forces.
"It has been brought to us as it is
today thanks to agriculture, which
remains the bedrock of our economy,"
the congresswoman said. "But it is
more and more difficult with real
estate being what it is to sustain
ranching."
The greatest fear is that the coast
will be opened to Orange County-

MADRIGAL I A.S.

style development, with enormous
homes dotting the hillsides.
Proponents of that view have a convenient foil in Matthew Osgood,
president of Vintage Communities,
which is based in Orange County.
Osgood has been trying for five years
to build luxury homes in unincorporated Naples, a 15-minute drive from
Santa Barbara along Highway 101.
He said he hasn’t encountered such
intense opposition during his 20 years
in the real estate business. In response,
he has reduced his proposed development from 88 to 54 homes but has yet
to receive final approval. He hopes to
begin building five houses next year.
The first hoines between the highway and the ocean would range from
4,000 to 8,000 square feet and cost
millions of dollars.
"It’s not going to be cheap," Osgood
said.
One rancher who sees merit on both
sides of the debate is Jim Poett, whose
family has owned their land since
1837. Poett doesn’t like the idea of a
national park any more than
McNabb, but he is worried about
development.
"All you have to do is take one look
at the coast of California and you see
that the pressures of development are
not going to go away," he said.

NEW YORK (AP) As officials
prepare seven alternative plans for
reconstruction of the World Trade
Center including a memorial in
the sky and the world’s tallest tower
doubts about who is in charge of
the process threaten to muffle the
fanfare.
"Things are very unclear," said
Mark Ginsberg, a leader of New
York New Visions, a coalition of
architects and planners. "There are
all these different agencies coming
out with different plans hopefully with some coordination."
Manhattan
Lower
The
Development Corp., a city-state
agency created after last year’s terrorist attacks to guide downtown
redevelopment, plans to unveil seven
new designs Dec. 18.
Several of the plans include a
tower that would be the tallest in
the world, said a redevelopment
official who spoke on condition of
anonymity. Malaysia’s Pe tronas
Twin Towers, at 1,483 feet, arc now
the world’s tallest.
All of the plans include memorials
to the victims of the Sept. 11 attack,
the official said. One plan places it
on top of a building, while another
incorporates a formal, sunken garden.
"They’re inspiring. I think they are

exactly what we need," said Roland
Betts, a board member of the development agency who has seen early
versions of the plans.
But as the plans near public
release, the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey, which owns
the 16-acre trade center site, says it
expects to produce a separate master
plan c3rly next year.
The development corporation
released its first batch of six proposals for the trade center last July. The
plans all featured office buildings
grouped around a memorial to the
Sept. 11 victims and all were dismissed as bland and boring.
The agency then put out a call for
new architects to produce designs
with relaxed requirements for the

the
new buildings must accommodate.
A final plan is to be chosen in
February, and a design for the
memorial is to be selected in a separate process by next Sept. 11, the
second anniversary of the attack.
The development corporation and
the Port Authority have promised
several times to cooperate, only to
have their efforts later diverge.
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On Oct. 15, the incident report stated, Madrigal contacted De Mba, who
informed Madrigal that he was fired
and that he had until the next day to
return the items purchased at Fry’s.
Madrigal reportedly told De Alba
that he could return 10 or 15 of the
laptops, but the rest were in "Fremont,
Redwood City and Palo Alto," and he
would not be able to retum them as
quicldy.
On Oct. 16, De Alba reported to the
UPD that Madrifal had called him
"from the freeway and told him that

he had dropped oft 15 laptops behind
the A.S. House. The UPD responded
to the report and found 15 laptop
computers in the stairwell at the rear
of the house.
UPD officer Michael Barnes arrested Madrigal on Oct. 28 in San Jose at
a place where he was known to hang
around.
Madrigal remains in custody at the
Santa Clara County Elmwood Jail in
Milpitas, pending S580,000 bail. His
next court date is set for Wednesday
and he is scheduled to enter a plea on
Dec. 23.
Madrigal’s family members had no
comment.
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Report: LAPD officers failed to
report link to teenager’s death
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Two
Los Angeles police officers tried to
conceal the fact that they were with
a 16-year-old gang member minutes
before he was shot to death on the
border of a rival gang’s territory,
according to a report by the district
attorney’s office.
The investigation into whether
Officers Mario Rios and Michael
Montoya falsified police reports
began as part of a larger probe into
the Rampart scandal, the Los
Angeles Times reported Sunday.
The inquiry officially ended last
month when the district attorney
decided not to file criminal charges
in 82 remaining incidents, which
included the two officers who failed
to report they were with Eric Vega,
also known as "Baby Happy,"
moments before he was killed in
1996.
"It appears, based on this investigation, that (the officers) intentionally withheld information from the
homicide detectives, internal affairs
investigators and their chain of
command,"
Deputy
District

Attorney Laura L. Laesecke wrote
in the report. "Not only does their
lie obstruct justice, but it also calls
into question the veracity of the rest
of their statements."
Both officers have denied any
wrongdoing and remain with the
department.
In the report, Laesecke concluded
the officers could not be prosecuted
for obstruction of justice because the
best evidence against them came
from their own statements. They
were ordered to cooperate with
authorities or face termination from
the police department. Such statements cannot be used in court, and
the statute of limitations in the case
had expired.
"This is not the first bad thing that’s
been said about me. They’re not true,"
said Montoya, who is now assigned to
the community relations office in the
department’s northeast division. "But
what can be done about it?"
About 100 criminal cases associated with the Rampart scandal were
overturned after investigators found
evidence of police abuses that

included unjustified shootings,
thefts and evidence tampering.
Montoya and Rios were looking
for suspicious gang or drug activity
when they handcuffed Vega and put
him in the back of their patrol car
on Nov. 5, 1996. The officers said
later that Vega was not arrested but
was a police informant who wanted
to pass information to them. He was
handcuffed so fellow gang members
would not become suspicious of
him, the officers said.
After a few minutes of driving
around, the officers said they concluded Vega did not have any significant information and asked him
where he wanted to be dropped off
Vega asked to be let out near a gang
hangout known as El Castillo.
Moments later, the two officers
received a radio call about a shooting. Within a minute, they were at
the scene, which was a couple of
blocks from where the officers said
they dropped Vega off.
Although witnesses implicated a
rival gang member in Vega’s murder,
no arrests have been made.

Family rejoices after missing Vallejo boy discovered
Associated Press
VALLEJO The family of a 6 year-old boy who was kidnapped as an
infant in 1996 rejoiced over the weekend after the discovery of a child,
believed by police to be the missing
boy.
Police spokeswoman Capt. JoAnn
West said an anonymous tip with specific information about the boy, LeZahn Williams, led them to find him
at a home in Sacramento Friday. He
has spent most of his life in Vallejo,
just two miles from where he was
allegedly abducted.
Conclusive DNA test results to verify the boy’s identity were still pending
Sunday, but police appeared quite certain that they had pulled an abducted
child back from obscurity.
"It was unbelievable. He’s been right
under our noses," West said. "No one
ever really thought we’d be able to
recover this child."
When he was just four weeks old on
May 17, 1996, Le-Zahn was abducted
from a Vallejo home that was torched,

leaving his mother, 17-year-old
Daphne Boyden, dead inside.
The boy’s father, one-time rising
hip-hop recording artist Lathan
"Young Lay" Williams, is currently in
prison on an armed robbery conviction in Solano County, the San
Francisco Chronicle reported Sunday,
citing police sources.
Williams has not been told that his
son may have been found.
On the day Boyden was killed, police
said neighbors recalled seeing two
women entering the residence less
than an hour before it burst into
flames.
Vallejo police have arrested Latasha
Brown, 22, on suspicion of murder
and kidnapping. Her mother, Dolores
Ann Brown, 44, was arrested on suspicion of child concealment.
The younger Brown had been in a
relationship with Lathan WiUiams
prior to his involvement with Boyden
and there is speculation that Brown
became jealous, West said.
"Her intent was to take that child
away," West said.

GLOBAL I

Le-Zahn had not been seen since
the death of his mother on May 17,
1996. The boy that police now believe
to be Le-Zahn has been placed in the
custody of child protective services.
The boy’s family had never given up
hope that they would find him
alive.
"My life has completely changed in
three hours," said Riva Lee Boyden,
Le-Zahn’s great-grandmother, upon
getting word that police had recovered
a child in connechon with the murder
and Icidnapping case. "I never thought
this would happen."
The Williams and Boyden families
have appeared on television programs
such as "Unsolved Mysteries and
"Maury" to bring attention to the
case.
Little did family members know,
young Le-Zahn was apparently living
about two miles from them in the
same town where he was kidnapped.
"Not for a moment did we think that
the baby was dead," said Le-Zhan’s
grandmother, Henrietta Williams.
We never gave up hope."

New major starts 2004

committee," he said. "There are 10
members in the board: there are eight
A special curriculum task force representatives from our eight colwas developed this year to shape a leges, plus representatives from the
proposal for an interdisciplinary institute and the library."
The structure and planning for the
major.
The major requires students possess institute has taken a long time, and is
an immediate competency in a foreign a work in progress.
In 1993, SJSU’s Academic Senate
language, and also require students to
approved a resolution that encourages
study abroad.
"Students will do a minor or con- a higher level of global awareness. The
centration on some arca of the California State University system
world, and it may be in a country formed a task force in 1998, and prowhere they have immediate compe- vided recommendations for achieving
tency in a language," Conniff said. this mission, according to the insti"We insist students to have some tute’s working proposal.
Here at SJSU, the actual planning
overseas or international experience.
They have to go outside of the and hiring for the institute took
country and get their passport roughly one year, said William Brims, ,
a professor at the school of journalism
stamped."
When asked about the cost effec- and mass communications.
"There was a task force (at first),
tiveness of studying abroad, Conniff
said there are many ways to earn cred- and then I was the interim director
for it last spring," he said, "then we
it overseas.
"It is cheaper to stay overseas, in the appointed a director this past sumlong term. The cost of living in some mer.
The institute now has two full-time
countries is cheaper, and there are
financial aid and scholarships available staff members: Conniff, the director,
as well," he said. "There are no finan- and Senior Fellow Joseph Olander.
Conniff, a San Jose native who
cial reasons not to do it."
Henriette Langdon, an associate speaks Spanish and Portuguese, said
professor in the communicative disor- he spent roughly 12 years living on
der and sciences department who vol- and off in Latin America. a similar
"In my last job, I created
unteered to be 2 part of the institute,
said the foreign language requirement institute concentrating in in Latin
the
America and Caribbean
is an excellent idea.
"Language and culnire go hand in
hand. VVe learn to be aware of how
other people put ideas together," she
said. "Also, when one learns another
language, one becomes conscious of
one s own language."
In terms of legality, the institute
cannot offer a degree. An advisory
board, Conniff said, runs the Bachelor
of Arts program.
"(The institute) will work with that
. a re-creation of a classic pre-Wortd

continuedfrom page 1

University of Southern Florida in
Tampa," he said.
Olander, who has been the president
of four universities including one in
China, said SJSU would benefit from
the redevelopment of global studies
on campus.
"We want to develop greater consciousness of our global citizenship,"
he said. "We want to be globally competent as the world is getting smaller."
First-year counselor education graduate student Melissa Alforja said she
thinks it is great that SJSU has a global studies institute.
"Because of our economy and our
diverse nation, it is important to have
good relationships with other countries," she said.
Victor Monarrez, a junior music
major, agreed with Alforja.
"The campus has a lot of compartmentalization and departments are so
separated from each other," he said.
’This will give us a unified view of
learning."
He addcd that he thinks students in
this country are isolated in their
learning, and this new major may
give students a broader way of leaming.
"The word ’university’ must be fulfilled in the universe sense of the
word," he said. "The idea is that a university should be a model of the
world."
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EVAN PARKER / DAILY STAFF
Andre Bobo, a hip -hop instructor at Stanford University, leads the Aerobicthon participants in dancing to
Nelly’s "Hot in Herre." Bobo, a longtime dance instructor, has made an appearance at the Aerobicthon for
the past eight years.

12th annual event
razses funds for new
aerobics equipment
By Laura Buckingham
Daily Staff Writer
Chants of "SJSU Aerobics" could be
heard from outside the gym in the
Spartan Complex on Friday afternoon.
A few hundred participants showed
up to take part in Aerobicthon 2002,"
an event sponsored by the aerobics section of the human performance department at San Jose State University.
A mix of women and men came out to
"aerobicize" at the 12th annual event
with guest instructors such as Heather
Perez, who has been teaching aerobics
in the area for 14 years.
Perez, who said she has been to several SJSU Aerobicthons in the past, said
teaching aerobics is a lot of fun.
"I enjoy it very much," she said.
Marjorie Burton, a sophomore psychology major, said she was participating in the event to get class credit.
"That’s pre ,tty much the only reason
why I’m here, she said.
Despite her initial hesitation to attend,
Burton said she enjoyed the event.
"It was actually more fun than I
thought it would be," shc said.
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War II dinnerhouse featunng family size
portions of traditional freshly -prepared Southern Italian disho, includieg
*Classic Pastas PrIme Steak & Chops
*Banquet Rooms
Plano Bar
We’re now hiring for these positions

FULL & PART TIME DAY & EVENING SHIFTS AVAILABLE
Absolute Top Pay & Great Benefits
Come be a part of all the excitement.
APPLY IN PERSON Tuesday Thursday, I am -fiorn at our temporai y
intorviewing location: 211110 Stevens Creek Suite 200
Phone 406.551.2016 Fax: 40S.S61.2024
E-mail. kathleen.mcgrathiPmagglanoccom

The S4 admission price per person will
go toward the purchase of new aerobic
equipment. Refreshments were donated
by local businesses.
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Servers Line Cooks Expeditors
Host Staff Sous Chefs Maitre’D
Receivers Catering Sales Manager
Assistant Office Manager

The purpose of the event was to promote aerobics at SJSU as well as provide
an outlet for students to relieve prefinals stress.
The event showcased disco music,
incorporating dance moves from that
time into the aerobic exercises.
The routines ranged ftom the simple
to the intricate and confusing.
Songs like "Shake Your Groove
Thing and "It’s Raining Men" provided
the group with fun music to work out to.
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Pauley named
first team
All-WAC

THE SPARTAN DAILY

Spartans net tournament championship

basketball team drops
65-54 game to Gonzaga
Daily Staff Report
San Jose State University wide
receiver Charles Pauley was named
to the All-Western Athletic
Conference
first
team
as
announced by the conference
office in Englewood, Colo., on
Sunday.
Pauley, who was also named a
special teams selection to the AllWAC second team as a kick
returner, caught 60 balls for 804
yards averaging 61.8 yards per
game for the 6-7 Spartans.
Outside linebacker Tim Provost
and defensive back Gerald Jones
were also named to the Ali-WAC
second team.

SPARTAN

ROUNDUP

Women’s basketball
Despite not scoring a basket in
the first 10 minutes, the Gonzaga
University women’s basketball
team defeated SJSU 65-54 on
Saturday at the Martin Center in
SpOkane, Wash.
The Bulldogs didn’t get on the
board until center Delphine
halfway
jumper
Lecoultre’s
through the first half. Gonzaga,
however, scored 11 points in the
final five minutes of the half and
trailed the Spartans by five points
at halftime.
Guard Cricket Williams led the
Sputans in scoring with 19 points.
Forward Tatiana Taylor added 11
points.
SJSU plays at the University of
Idaho tonight. Tip-off against the
Vandals is slated for 7 p.m.
Baseball signs eight
The Spartan baseball program
announced on Friday it has signed
eight players to join the team in
2004.
Highlighting the list of signees is
infielder Joshua Lansford, son of
former Major Leaguer Carney
Lansford, who hit .467 with six
home runs and 29 RBIs in leading
St. Francis High School of
Mountain View to a 2002 West
Catholic League co-championship.
Ryan Angel, an infielder from
Rocidin High School, hit .486
with 10 doubles to lift his team to
a Sierra Foothill League title.
First baseman Brandon Fromm
of Beyer High in Modesto batted
.397 with seven home runs and 31
RBI in 18 games for the Patriots.
The Spartans also picked up two
junior college players outfielder
Tyler Fernandes of San Jose City
College and infielder David Joliff
from Grossmont Community
College in El Cajon.
The pitching signees include
Cheyne Hann from Valley Christian
High in San Jose (12-1, 1.28),
righthander James Shackelford, a
teammate of Fromm’s at Beyer (9-1,
0.86 ERA) and Taylor Drapor of
Golden West Community College
in Huntington Beach.
Drapor and Fernandes will come
to SJSU as sophomores with three
years of eligibility left.
SJSU begins the 2003 season on
Feb. 7 at Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo.

RYAN BALBUENA , DAILY S TAFF

SJSU assistant captain Donovan Tar rises up the Gold Rush tournament trophy to fans at the end of the championship match against
Palmer College West. The Spartans won, 8-6, against Palmer College
West.
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Daily Staff Writer Allison M. Foley
contributed to this story.

Niners make comeback; Raiders Gannon breaks record in win
Associated Pro,

While the 49ers went from a possible third loss in four games to winIRVING, Texas Terrell Owens
ning their first division title in five
keeps finding ways to make Dallas years, the Cowboys (5-8) lost their
shot at their first three-game winning
Cowboys fans miserable.
The San Francisco 49ers’ star not streak since they started the 1999
only caught two touchdown passes in season 3-0.
the fourth quarter including the
It was Dallas’ seventh loss when
game -winner with 12 seconds left
tied or leading in the fourth quarter.
he rubbed it in with his words and his
"We’ll deal with it the same way we
wardrobe after a 31-27 victory have all year: We’ll go back to the
Sunday that clinched the NFC West drawing board," said Emmitt Smith,
title.
who had 66 yards on 19 carries,
Although Jeff Garcia led San including the 4,000th of his career.
Francisco (9-4) back from a 10-point He also scored two TDs, his first
fourth-quarter deficit and guided the multiple touchdown game since
final scoring drive without having November 1999.
any timcouts, Owens stole the scene
Raiders 27, Chargers 7: At San
by getting wide open in the hack of Diego, Jerry Ricc wasn’t having a
the end zone and
good day, a 40catching an 8-yard
year-old receiver
losing the battle
pass with 12 seconds left.
to a rookie cor"The play workcd
nerback.
to perfection," said
With one catch
Garcia, who went
by the future Hall
36 -of-55 for 276
of Famer, it all
Mike Zimmer,
yards with no
changed.
Rice
interceptions and Cowboys defensive coordinator beat
Quentin
three TDs, all in
Jammer for a 56the fourth quarter.
yard gain and the
Garcia also led his team in rushing momentum WaS all Oaldand’s en
with 50 yards, including a 21 -yard route to a 27-7 win over the San
TD run.
Diego Chargers on Sunday that gave
Cowboys defensive coordinator the Raiders sole possession of first
Mike Zimmer wasn’t surprised the place in thc AFC West.
49ers went to Owens with thc game
The Raiders may bc getting old,
on the line. But he was upsct his and people keep waiting for them to
players weren’t as aware.
wear down, but boy can they can still
"My 10-year-old daughter knew it play.
was going to 81," Zimmcr said.
"In a game of this magnitude, you
Two years after punctuating a pair want to do something big," Rice said.
of touchdowns with celebrations at "I think I was pressing too much.
the Cowboys’ midfield logo, Owens That one really jump-started us."
showed up at Texas Stadium wearing
Thc Raiders and Chargers camc in
a leather jacket, leather pants and ticd for the division lead, and the
Raiders (9-4) turncd the showdown
shoes all colored Cowboys blue.
Why? "Because I Icriew all eyes were into a knockdown, thanks to Rice,
going to bc on me," he said.
quarterback Rich Gannon and a
Owens relished living up to his defense that bottled up LaDainian
expectations.
Tomlinson and handed San Diego’s
"les lcind of like Michael Jordan Drew Brees his first career three fairing the last shot at the cnd of thc interception game.
Gannnn, who turns 37 on Dec 20,
game," hc said.

"My 10 -year-old
daughter knew it
was going to 81."

set an NFL record with his 10th 300yard game of the season, throwing for
328 yards and breaking a tie with
Dan Marino, Warren Moon and Kurt
Warner. He was 26-of-41, with no
touchdowns and no interceptions,
and crossed the 300-yard mark with a
9-yard pass to Rice midway through

the fourth quarter.
The two-time division champion
Raiders won their fifth straight game
and won for the sixth time in seven
years in San Diego, where half the
crowd of 67,968 was dressed in
Raiders silver and black.
"This was definitely one of our best

games because no matter what they
did out there, no matter what running play, no matter what passing
play, we always felt like we were in
control," linebacker Bill Romanowski
said.
Sao Diego (8-5) has lost four of six
since its 6-1 start.
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Tar said he was pleased with the
team’s performance against Stanford.
"To step up in the tournament like
this and to get it done, and for everybody to contribute like they did, it
feels good," he said.
A second period goal by Spartan
winger Ray Kellam and strong netminding by goalkeeper Ryan Lowe
also helped SJSU in its victory.
SJSU head coach Ron Glasow said
that his team’s win against Stanford
didn’t come easy.
"Stanford’s been improving every
game," he said. "They came right back
and made it close in the second period."
The win over Stanford placed SJSU
in the championship game with
Palmer College West.
Palmer vs. Cal
The other semifinal game of the
tournament was a mismatch between
Palmer College West and Cal
Berkeley.
Cal’s showing against Palmer was
dismal at best, with the end result
being a 12-5 win for Palmer.
The Bears’ defense was soft and
slow, allowing six goals by the end of
the second period. On three occasions,
Berkeley failed to capitalize with the
advantage and scored only one goal,
and actually allowed a Palmer goal
during the power play.
Palmer on the other hand was sharp
skating hard and charging the goal.
Unlike the Bears, Palmer made
effective use of many clean assists and
great passing to pile on the points.
Although the Palmer defense
seemed to let up a bit after scoring a
goal, the team controlled the puck,
effectively keeping the Bears out of
their zone.
Cal did not pull together as a team,
many times players attempted to score
on their own when there was an
opportunity to malce the assist instead.
With the win, Palmer advanced to
the championship game to face SJSU.

MCKAy itillSWerell back with A
goal at 7:10 of the third on a pass from
Chris Wood.
SJSU’s Arlidge scored an unassisted
There’s nothing like the anticipation
of hoisting a much sought-after tro- goal at 12:06 to put the Spartans in
phy over one’s head to solicit motiva- thc lead.
Spartan winger Brendan Bligh contion from an athlete. The thought of
beating your archrival in the process nected with Scott and Nave to score
the final goal of the game at 16:37.
probably helps too.
SJSU keeper Webber was put to the
Saturday night when the San Jose
State University men’s ice hockey club test in the third period with a comdefeated bitter enemy Palmer College bined 18 penalty minutes between the
West, 8-6, in the championship game two teams.
Spartan captain Scott said that
of the seventh annual Pennysaver
Gold Rush Tournament, that is what Webber more than held his own.
"He’s the only reason we won the
happened
A modest audience at Logitech Ice game," he said. "Webber was big."
Key physical play by winger Jon
in San Jose was on hand to watch the
Spartans win a physical, penalty-rid- Barney was also crucial in fending off
the Palmer attack throughout the
den contest.
Goals by seven separate Spartans game.
Barney said that the physicality of
and superb goaltending by keeper
his play is a huge part of his game.
Chris Webber gave SJSU the victory.
"My goal is to go out there and hit
Spartan head coach Ron Glasow
said having Webber in the net made them and make them afraid to play
us," he said. "That’s my role on the
all the difference.
"Chris came off the bench into the team."
SJSU forward and alternate captain
net and just stood on his head," he
said. "He only allowed two goals the Tar said that the choice to add Smithrest of the way and that’s what did it - Toomey to the Spartan roster has also
helped out.
he won that game."
"VVe picked him up this week he’s
The Spartans got off to a rough start,
however, as Paliner took a swift lead in a big addition," he said. "He adds a
the first period, notching four goals in big body on defense and plays smart."
The Spartans are slated to take on
the first seven minutes. SJSU captain,
winger Aaron Scott, was able to find Marist College at 9:15 p.m. on Jan. 17
the back of the net on an unassisted at Logitech Ice.
goal at 5:19 in the first.
Opening Round
SJSU came back with three quick
goals from winger Kevin Nathan,
SOU vs. Stanford
defenseman Adam Smith -Toomey
In first round tournament action a
and another by Scott to tie the game at
hat trick from center Donovan Tar
4-4 at the end of the first period.
Bogged down by penalties on both and two goals from winger Jon Barney
sides, induding a five-minute major helped the SJSU men’s ice hockey club
slashing call to SJSU winger Lonny prevail in a 9-5 win against Stanford
Lovins, the second period saw only two University Friday night at Logitech
goals. Palmer forward Zadam Dekeryel Ice in San Jose.
Despite a second-period comeback
and SJSU center Donovan Tar scored at
by the Cardinal, strong defensive play
7:03 and 19:46, respectively.
The third period started off with a by San Jose State University’s Adam
bang when Spartan winger Mason Smith-Toomey and the showing by
Nave scored off of a Tevia Arlidge Tar and Barney proved too much for
Assist just 17 seconds in. Palmer’s Stanford.

By Laura Buckingham
Dai.6, Ste , it, ,

Spartan women’s

Other Spartans receiving votes
were wide
receiver Jamall
Broussard, outside linebacker Joe
Hayes, outside linebacker LaMons
Walker, quarterback Scott Rislov,
defensive lineman Philip Perry,
defensive lineman Luke La Herran
and kicker Nick Gilliam,
Boise State University running
back Brock Forsey was named
WAC Offensive Player of the Year
whik teammate Qpintin Mikell
was named the WAC Defensive
Player of the Year.
BSU head coach Dan Hawkins
was named Coach of the Year for
the 11-1 conference champion
Broncos who are scheduled to play
in the Humanitarian Bowl on Dec.
31.
Fresno State University quarterback Paul Pinegar was named
Freshman of the Year.
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Spartans drown Otters,
Lawrence ties record
By Saadia Malik
Daily Staff Writer
The Spartan men’s basketball team
beat Cal State Monterey Bay, 70-52,
Saturday night at the Event Center,
for an overall season record of 3-2.
The night belonged to San Jose State
University’s
freshman
forward
Antonio Lawrence, who led all players
with 16 points. In addition, Lawrence
tied a school record of six steals set in

1997 by Oliver Saint-Jean, who later
changcd his name to Tariq AbdulWahad.
"I just trz to go out there and do
what I can, Lawrence said.
The Spartans were able to take the
win despite the absence of lead-scorer
Carlton "Oudie" Baker, who sat out for
most of the game.
"That’s a team issue ben.veen the
players and the coaches," said SJSU
head coach Phil Johnson, about
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Baker’s late entrance in the second half
of the game. Baker scored no points in
the four minutes he played.
Also contributing to the victory was
senior guard Moises Alvarez and junior guard Keith West, who posted IC
and 11 points respectively.
"I’m constantly searching out guys
that can play together and play hard,"
Johnson said.
This was the first meeting between
SJSU and Cal State Monterey Bay,
and a return for the Otter’s head coach
Bill McClintocic, who was assistant
coach at SJSU during the 1996 and
1997 seasons.
"I’ve been around San Jose for a
while and it loolced odd because I was
sitting on the wrong bench," said
McClintock, who is now in his fourth
season with the Otters and has a 35-54
college coaching record.
McClintock said that his team’s loss
was likely due to SJSU gaining a lead
early in the game. The Spartans led at
halftime, 27-19. In the second half,
SJSU at one point had a 23-point lead.
"SJSU’s winnings on the ball put
pressure on us," McClintock said.
They took us out of our motion and
our timing."
The Spartans next face off against
Cal State Sacramento at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, in Sacramento.
LEFT, Spartan guard Bim
Okunrinboye drives past Cal
State Monterey Bay Otter
Antoine Griffin in the game
Saturday night. The Spartans

defeated the Otters, 70-52.
RIGHT, Forward Antonio
Lawrence attempts to score
against Cal State Monterey Bay
Saturday night. Lawrence scored
a total of 16 points in the game
and tied a Spartan single game
record of six steals. San Jose
State University defeated the

to
U.
dry

Otters, 70-52.
NIKI DESAUTELS / DAILY STAFF
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classified@jrne.sjsu.edu
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
FOOD SERVICE ESPRESSO
BARHOST. Part-Time positions
available in busy family style
restaurant in S’vale. all shifts
avail. Flex hrs. $9.25Thr to start.
Call 408-733-9446 or 733-9331.
Ask for a manager.
GREAT RECREATION JOBS
At The Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
LEADERS, F/T and P/T. Must
be avail M -F, 7:00am-2:00pm &
afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm.
No ECE Units req Pay range:
$6.75-$13.80/hr. Call Laurie at
354-8700x224. If you have skills
in sports, arts, and group games
and like working with children.
we need you
NANNY NEEDED
FOR 1 YEAR OLD
West San Jose family
Mon.-Thur. 9 - 4
Can start immediately’
Call 409-930-2355.

PROGRAM COUNSELOR I INSTRUCTIONAL UFEGUARDS WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & eam good
money. Call 408-867-7275.

After-school program for middle & Aquatic Specialists, for indoor
school girls. Facilitate activities, San Jose pool. Monday-Friday.
utilize curriculum,
prepare Call Jacob 295-0228. Resume:
reports. 60 girls at hvo schools. 730 Empey Way, San Jose
Strong interpersonal, customer 95128 or fax: 408-275-9858.
service, planning, orgainzation,
and follow-through skills a must. ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Will Train
12-20 hrs/wk, $10/hr. Send
cover letter and resume to Dept: All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
408-247-4827
PCI, Girl Scouts of Santa Clara
County, 1310 S. Bascom Ave,
TEACHERS, SUBS
San Jose, CA 95128 or
and
hregirlscoulsofscc.org or FAX
RECREATION LEADERS
408-287-8025. AA/EOE
Enjoy working with kids? Join
PSYCHOLOGY OR SOCIAL the team at Small World
Schools, get great experience
WORK MAJORS:
HOPE Services, a non-profit WORKING WITH CHILDREN
agency which offers a variety of AGES 5-12 years in our before
quality services for adults with and after school rec. programs.
developmental disabilities, is SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
seeking motivated, enthusiastic offers competitve pay, health
people to work in our Supported benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent
Living department. You will be training, and a fun work environproviding the support a person ment_ We can often offer flexible
with a disability needs to realize hours around your school
his or her dream of independ- schedule. This is a great job
ence. We have the following for both men and women.
Call 4013-293-9200, ext. 10 or
opportunities:
COMPANION: Assist clients Fax resume to 408-283-9201.
with daily living skills. such as
grocery shopping. P/T, $10/hour. PROGRAM COUNSELOR II
Must have own transportation Program focusing on self -reflecLIVE-IN CAREGIVER: You tion. expression. and positive
will receive free rent in life choices for girls 12-18, at
exchange for being available 5 Juvenile Hall, and other related
overnights and providing 10 locations. Facilitate activities.
hours/week training with client. create/adapt curriculum, prepare prog delivery per guide
Experience is preferred.
Contact: Tony at 408-282-0485 and materials. Strong interperor tbandermann hopeservces sonal. planning, and followfor more information. All majors through skills a must. 10-15
are welcome. To leam more hrs/wk, $12/hr. Send cover letabout HOPE, visit our website ter and resume to Dept: PCII,
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara
at www.hopeservices.org.

AUTO RESTORATION
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
HEALTH & BEAUTY
FOR SALE
SEMESTER BREAK WORK
35 Years Exp Reasonable Rates
Apply now. start after Xmas
971-7610 or after 6pm 279-8027
PREGNANT? Need help? Call
FUNNY SHIRTS
work P/T or F/T in January, can
www.catholicshirts.com BIRTHRIGHT, 408-241-8444 or
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
continue P/T next semester.
800-550-4900 Free/Confidential
4 CHRISTMAS
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
Flexible hours
year. Save 30. - 60%. For info
Internships possible
call 1-800-655-3225 or
All majors may apply
www.studentdental.com or
Scholarships awarded annually
www.goldenwestdentai.com
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
ACTIVITY AIDE, PT/benefits to Customer sakis/service posibons
WORD PROCESSING
work with children ages 13-22 No experience necessary
w/developmental disabilities in Endorsed by National
PROFESSIONAL
San Jose, Monday - Friday, PT.
Academic Advisory Board
WORD PROCESSING
$9.78/hr. Call Ron Halog Guarantee your summer job now
ACROSS
theses, term papers,
Have
your
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
408-295-0228. Resume: 730 Call 615-1500
VECTOR
projects, etc. profession- 51 Possess
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or wvnv.workforstudents.com/sjsu group
to win over
Tries
APA
a
specialty.
typed.
ally
fax: 408-275-9858.
Two pints
dependable. 149 Pizzeria
IMMO QfflO00 00RU
HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG Experienced &
must
MASTERS SWIM COACH while you grow your skill portfolio. Almaden/Branham area. Call 15 Delhi nursemaid
131110:3 Eamil:10 1101:11!
Wanted 5:15-8am Tuesdays and After-school positions available for Linda for an appointment at 16 Not justrfied
IMMO W1400151 WODU
(408) 264-4504.
Thursdays. Lrfeguard certficabon talented and energetic indrviduals
17 Entertainer IIIPIPIOLlu EICIIiIIMIGIEICI
or ability to obtain, competitive Visit our web site at:
Parks
ONNUO DOBBOU
swim experience and the ability www.girlsooutsofsccorg to find out SHARED HOUSING
18 Venture
ROWNO
ORO@
to motivate and coach adults about current opportunities. EOE
19 Golf clubs
IMMO 0013 MUM@
required. Please call Central
Girt Scouts.
LG MASTER BORM w/pnvate 20 Space probe
DUM
OMOOM
UOla
408-351-6326
or
drop
YMCA
Where Gins Grow Strong.
bath. Campbell. near Prunyard. 22 Globe substitutes
off application at 1717 The
000MOO 000 OgIMO
$700/mo. No smokers, no pets. 24 Crunchy
Alameda, San Jose CA 95126.
female preferred. Kelly: 378-5600. 26 Off-road vehicle
IMIMEICI
UE100
SERVICES
Drive-in feature

TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
P/T instructors. elem schools.
Degree/Cred. NOT Required.
Oppty for teaching exp. Need car.
VM 408-287-4170 x 408 ECE/AAE BARTENDER Trainees Needed

DELIVERY

DRIVERS
Party rental bustnos,
Perfect for students’
Earn $250 every weekend’
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel PT. Tues-Sat
Must be reliable, honest. able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train
Great poly for dog lover Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 Or
Call 371-9115

PHN:

FAX:

VALET PARKING - Now hinng
for F/T and P/T positions in the
San Jose, & Los Gatos area.
We provide valet service for
hotels, restaurants and private
parties. Flexible schedules
available, days or evenings.
Must be neat. well groomed and

be able to provide excellent
customer service. You must
also be able to drive a manual

transmission and have a valid
CA Drivers License. Starting
pay is $6.75/hr to $8.00/hr plus
tips. If you are interested in
working in a fun, fast paced and
team oriented environment,
please call us at 408-364-0240.

County, 1310 S. Bascom Ave,
San Jose, CA 95128 or
$250/day potenbal Local positions. hreigiriscoutsofscc.org or FAX
Golden Gate Valet parking
408-287-8025. AA/EOE.
1-800-293-3985 ext 559.
services.

I I AILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LARGE ROOM IN CHARMING
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper or thesis. house! Walking distance to
Experienced. efficient, reliably SJSU: 1/3 util. w/d. phone. cable
exacting. I will meet your dead- $630/mo. Jen 406-0760.
line. Call Grace 831-475-2796
or evagrace Caol.com.
REMALHOUSING
NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
OCCASION, digital photography
services or graphic design?
Infinite Visions has great deals
on weddings. quinceaneras.
graduations, or any other special
event video need. Picture portfolios are also available at a low
cost. Put your slide show of
your pictures on DVD with your
favorite song playing at the
same time. For more info call
408-294-1176.

-FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT"’
Extra large newly remodeled:
2 bdrrn/1 bath & 2 bdrrrV2 full bath
apts. $1099’month and up Also.
3 bdrm.’2 bath apt $1199 & up.
WIII work with you on deposit
2 blocks from SJSU Water/Trash
paid. Parking avail Washeo Dner

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free infor-

mation. Call 203-883-0258.

In
Certain advertisements the
dieee columns may refer
node, to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
dditional
Classified readers should bik
reminded that. when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete

Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition. readers allshould
firm
csrefully Investigate listings
offering emplrentdiscount
at coupons or
elleetIons or morchand i se.

OMOU

37 Han Solo s love
38 Umbrella part
39 Upright pianos

42 X XI times C
43 Peace Nobelist

nom
7 17 -oz

408-924-3277

tlissc3 ?Ira rat, LI

pals
46 Enthusiasm
48 Trachea
50 Most competent
51 Rev the engine
52 Overfed
54 Most optimistic
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Four
Five
Two
Three
One
Days
Days Days
Day
Days
$11
$13
$9
$5
$7
3 lines
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS:
20 consecutive issues receive

10. off
40 + consecutive issues receive 20. off
50 + consecutive issues receive 25. off
Local rates manly to Santa Clara County edvertisers
and SJSU students, staff a faculty.
First
in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Addrtional words may be set in bold typo at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

Please check
/
one classification:

Nam*
Address
City A Stet.

zp

Phone

Send Check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily ClassItleds
San Jose State University
SanJose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
II Deadline 10 00 a m hvo weekdays before publication
Ali ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277

Lost and ound.
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

wds )
Blazing
Soldiers in gray
Ibsen’s home
"On the doubter’
Chore
Put in the cooler
Parliament
member
61 Begrudge
64 Part of RSVP

53
54
55
56
57
59
60

28 - con carne
29 Worm seeker
31 Minerals
32 - fatale
33 Hobbies

a

ft

’7’

A

10

’

it

12

13

A

,

19

1(1

,

.ss

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimurll

50 Comfortable (2

Solve
11 Uproars
12 Ancient
inscription
13 Hardy s
dairymaid
21 Maples and
oaks
23 Jeer
25 Impostors
27 Scatter

’ Drifter
2 Say firmly
2

44 Most nervous

47 Former (hyph )
49 - Rico

8 NY ballpark
Comtorters

71 Vortex

0000

34 Millionaire’s
boat
36 Spineless one
40 Special effort
41 Prudent

9

62 Organic
compound
63 Where Mongolia
is
65 Holy image
66 Use TNT
67 Gentlemen
68 TV s - Griffin
69 - voce
70 MOMA artist

’

r

0101000

10

DOWN
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013000

BRUNO MONM
2002 uh,o1 V Baton) SyndrCite Irc

3 Action word
4 Lures
5 Tackle energet!Lally (2 wds )
6 Bradley and
Shan!
7 Paddle cousin

-

Wiese!
45 Jacques

J

WANT MORE MONEY???
Don’t have time for another
J.O.B.? Earn $300 - $1000
weekly around your schedule!’
For Details Call Nowt’ (2 minute
Message) 408-977-3014.

MOWOMM

OMUUMOU0 GIOMEINR
MCKIM 1201010B BOER

35 Not these
36 Shabby

or site. Cats OK. Well managed 58 Like good soil
student bldg. 408-378-1409

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

515o5a6h53.1–_inills3 scisSdird 1513

27
30 Kitchen pest

1.14
1113

Hi-of& ,t.iosing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health Beauty
Sports,Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment

. _ sc du

Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount tor other persons or businesseS.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED
Lost 8. Found lds are offered friss as a service to the campus comMunity.
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WORKSHOP I New regulations
continuedfrom page 1
vocational or other non-academic
student, according to a government
Web site.
"It will get easier to get deported if
you violate your student visa status,"
he said. " And if changes occur, you
have to report them."
Gecenok said the new system would
have a lot of the same rules as the current Interim Student and Exchange
Authentication System, which temporarily came into effect on Sept. 11,
2002, but that the rules will now actually be enforced.
He said SJSU will be enforcing rules
such as reporting changes in major
and address and will require students
to notify the school when taking a
split class load between SJSU and a
community college. Previously, students would often not report that they
were taking classes at other colleges
until they were already registered,
Gecenok said.
With the new regulations, a student
who does not report it within the add
or drop dates will be in violation and
may be unenrolled.
"Right now, there is no efficient
means to make sure you report,"
Gecenok said.
He mentioned that even if a student moves across the street, it
would be crucial to report the
change of address with the new regulations.
When accepted by the university, a
certificate of eligibility, an 1-20, will
still be used to apply for a visa, he
said. The school will enter the information into the computer before
transmitting it to immigration so the
university can download the new type
of the certificate.
Pre-existing documents signed for
reentry to the United States can be
used even after immigration certifies
SJSU for the new tracking system,
Gecenok added.
One benefit he mentioned was that
practical training, which currently is
only offered for 12 months after earning a bachelor’s degree, will be offered
after higher levels of education as
well, such as after a master’s degree.
Practical training refers to the time
period a student is allowed to work or
have an internship after earning a
degree without having to apply for a
new visa.
However, he said it would be necessary to apply for it before graduation
and not 60 days after like the current

Anything that
makes it harder to
come to study here
will reduce
the amount of
international
students. It will
push more people
away. I think it is a
terrible mistake
that makes the
government look
good."
Louis Gecenok,
international student
adviser

situation allows.
He also said students from certain
countries could be subject to background checks in the process of a U.S.
visa application, but that students who
fall under Special Registration, a
requirement that aims to regulate
Muslim males 16 years or older, will
be particularly targeted.
The U.S. State Department has
now added 10 more countries in
addition to Iran, Iraq, Libya, Sudan
and Syria, which were the first
countries included in Special
Registration, Gecenok said. Some of
the
new
countries
include
Afghanistan, Algeria, Morocco and
North Korea.
A special departure procedure will
also be required for students from
those countries. This means they are
required to leave from a designated
airport and report to immigration
when they are leaving.
He mentioned that it is still possible to get a student visa in countries

other than the United States, but
many places are changing their policies and some consulates no longer
accept third country visa applications.
Although the new tracking system is
an attempt to protect the United
States from terrorism, Gccenok said
he thought making more restrictions
on students who come here to study
would be a waste of time.
"Anything that makes it harder to
come to study here will reduce the
amount of international students. It
will push more people away," he
said. "I think it is a terrible mistake
that makes the government look
good."
He said he thought more students
would choose to study abroad in other
places rather than the United States
because it will be easier and less
"When you’re outside the U.S. the
assumption is that you’re guilty and
have to prove that you’re innocent,"
Gecenok said, referring to foreign students coming to study in the U.S.
The new system will also force many
universities to hire more staff to maintain the procedures, a cost Gecenok
estimated to be from S50,000 to
S100,000 per year. He said small
schools with few international students probably would not be able to
afford it.
Fees will not increase for SJSU
international students because of the
new system, but a $100 fee will be
required when applying for a new visa,
Gecenok said.
"I can see both sides to it," said
Samantha Lu, an SJSU international
student adviser. "We want to be more
effective in our services, but I don’t
lcnow if it will help the students
because usually they’re here to
study."
Yoriko Mamba, an international
student from Japan, said she thought
the new regulations would complicate the situation for international
students.
"It has so many procedures to follow,
so obviously it’s trouble," she said.
"Hopefully it will protect from terrorism since so many people are making
a lot of effort."
Gecenok said they are still waiting
for the govemment to post the new
regulations concerning the new system, and therefore a few changes may
Calf.

will have another workshop in
February after the new system has
been implemented," Lu said.
’We
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Textbooks!
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Intro to Economics
Intro to Psychology
Intro to Calculus
College Writing Skills
Principles of Marketing

Source says United to file for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy Monday
Airline owes almost
$1 billion after two
years ofgrowing losses
CHICAGO (AP)
United
Airlines plans to file Monday for
federal bankruptcy court protection, a source close to the company said Sunday.
The Chapter 11 filing
four
days after a federal panel declined
to help the world’s No. 2 carrier
cover its mounting debt would
be the largest airline bankruptcy
in .S. history, and one of the
nation’s largest bankruptcies ever.
United operates about 1,700
flights a day, or about 20 percent
of all U.S. flights. A banlcruptcy
restructuring is likely to result in
fewer flights, thousands of additional layoffs and other extensive
cost-slashing, though the airline
has pledged to keep flying.
A federal judge would be put in
charge of overseeing the tangled
financial affairs of United, which
owes nearly
billion in overdue
debt payments that would use up
most of its remaining cash. United
has been unable to stop more than
two years of swelling losses.
United spokesman Joe Hopkins
declined comment and said the
airline would have no announcement Sunday.
The source close to the company,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said the filing would
be in Chicago but would not provide other details.
The company’s board of directors met in special weekend session to discuss United’s emergency. Hopkins would not confirm
that the board, which recessed late
Saturday, was in session again
Sunday. But a union source, who
declined to be named, said the
board reconvened Sunday afternoon.
Union leaders have told their
members a bankruptcy filing is
imminent and unavoidable, and

CEO Glenn Tilton has told
employees it was becoming "a more
likely outcome."
A spokesman for United’s pilot
union urged passengers Sunday not
to abandon the airline in the event
it files for bankruptcy.
"We’re going to be flying airplanes, today, tomorrow, next week
and next year," pilots spokesman
Herb Hunter said. "We don’t want
people to give up on us, because
we’re going to come through this.
"This is going to be painful for
the stockholders and the employees, but the airline’s going to keep
flying and we’re going to come out
of this stronger. The passengers
shouldn’t notice any difference."
Bankruptcy of United threatens to
spread turbulence throughout the
Star Alliance network it shares with
13 other airlines in particular, to
German airline Lufthansa and its
lucrative business-class traffic
across the Atlantic. United provides
key connections for non-U.S. airlines that want to sell tickets into
and out of the United States.
Elk Grove Village-based United,
on a pace to lose an industryrecord $2.5 billion this year, had
warned for months a bankruptcy
filing was likely if it didn’t get a
$1.8 billion federal loan guarantee. The Air Transportation
Stabilization Board rejected the
request Wednesday.
United proposed 15.2 billion in
labor cutbacks by 2008 in its pitch
to the government board, but the
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Retail
Price
Playstation 2
PS2 Spiderman Game
Avrit Lavigne Let’s Go CD
Star Wars Episode I DVD
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three -member panel found the
business plan was not financially
sound.
United’s 83,000 employees own
55 percent of the company. The
carrier’s stock, which could be
wiped out in bankruptcy, closed at
93 cents a share Friday on the
New York Stock Exchange.
United has been struggling even
more than other airlines during the
industry’s worst-ever slump, a
byproduct of a weakened economy
and the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.
The carrier already had lost millions since mid-2000 because of
labor turmoil, the industry’s highest costs and several failed strategies, including a costly and timeconsuming bid to acquire US
Airways itself now in Chapter
11 bankruptcy.
United cut service and laid off
nearly 20,000 workers after the
terrorist attacks, but hasn’t come
close to malting up for revenue
lost from the drop-off in business
travel.
The filing would dwarf all other
airline bankruptcies. The previous
largest was by Continental
Airlines, which filed Chapter 11
in 1990.
It also would be one of the ten
largest bankruptcies in U.S. history a list topped by recent failures WorldCom and Enron. It
would llth time a major U.S. airline has filed for bankruptcy since
deregulation in 1978, including
TWA three times.
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